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Preface
SCBU002A–November 2005–Revised September 2011

Read This First

Edition Four – September 2011

This is the fourth edition of this manual; it describes the commands and additional features/options that
can be used with the Tag-it™ HF-I standard transponder chip/inlays.

About This Guide

This guide describes the commands that can be used with the Tag-it HF-I standard transponder
chip/inlays as well as additional features and options that can be used with the Tag-it HF-I standard
transponder chip/inlays. It is designed for use by TI partners who are engineers experienced with
radio-frequency identification devices (RFID) and software development, and who want to integrate the
extended commands and additional features of the Tag-it HF-I standard transponder chip/inlays into a
reader. This reference guide should be used in conjunction with the ISO15693 standard, which specifies
the standard protocol, commands, and other parameters required to initialize communication between the
transponder and the reader.

Conventions

NOTE: Notes indicate conditions that must be met or must be followed to ensure proper functioning.

If You Need Assistance

For more information, contact the sales office or distributor nearest you. This contact information can be
found on the TI web site: http://www.ti-rfid.com.

Trademarks

TIRIS, TI-RFid, and Tag-it are trademarks of Texas Instruments.

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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1 Tag-it™ HF-I Standard Transponder Chip/Inlays Implemented Commands

Table 1 shows the commands and the corresponding request modes of these commands as implemented
in TI's ISO/IEC 15693 compliant Tag-it HF-I standard transponder chip/inlays. The request mode defines
the set of transponders that shall answer to the request.

The syntax of the ISO defined commands can be found in ISO/IEC 15693-3.

Table 1. Tag-it HF-I Standard Transponder Chip/Inlays Implemented Commands

REQUEST MODE (1)

REQUEST REQUEST NON- OPTIONALINVENTORY ADDRESSED AFICODE ADDRESSED FLAG

ISO 15693 Mandatory and Optional Commands

Inventory 0x01 ✓ – – ✓ 0/–
Stay Quiet 0x02 – ✓ – – 0/–
Read_Single_Block 0x20 – ✓ ✓ – –/1

Write_Single_Block 0x21 – ✓ ✓ – –/1

Lock_Block 0x22 – ✓ ✓ – –/1
(1) ✓ = Implemented, – = Not applicable

2 Memory Architecture

The physical memory structure is byte oriented and is organized in blocks of fixed size (see Figure 1).

2.1 User Memory

The available user memory size is 8 blocks of 32 bits each (block 0x00 to 0x07). This results in a capacity
of 256-bit available user memory.

2.2 Additional Blocks
• Two blocks (block address 0x08 and 0x09) for the 64-bit unique identification code (UID), programmed

and factory locked at IC manufacturing.

• One block (block address 0x0A) of 32 bits, which includes the 8-bit Application Family Identifier (AFI) in
the LSB.

Each user block has a lock function, allowing individual block locking.

Figure 1. Tag-it HF-I Standard Memory Structure
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3 UID Coding

The UID is programmed at wafer probe test. The coding of the UID is different for each individual product
configuration.

Table 2. UID Numbering Scheme

UID CODING

b63 … b56 b55 … b48 b47 … b41 b40 … b21 b20 … b16 b15 … b0

E0 07 b'xxxx nnn (1) TI internal numbering
(1) xxxx = 4-bit product ID, nnn = 3-bit product configuration

Table 3. UID Coding

PRODUCT VERSION PRODUCT ID/CONFIG

Tag-it HF-I Plus Inlay b'0000 000

Tag-it HF-I Plus Chip b'1000 000

Tag-it HF-I Standard Chip / Inlays b'1100 000

Tag-it HF-I Pro Chip / Inlays b'1100 010

4 Fast Simultaneous Identification (FastSID)

To differentiate between the ISO/IEC15693-defined Inventory mode and the TI-defined Inventory mode,
the term FastSID is used. FastSID refers to TI's patented "Fast Simultaneous IDENTIFICATION" concept.

The main advantages of FastSID are:

The "Quiet" command is transmitted within the time slot where the Transponder responds and not at the
end of the Inventory cycle.

Instead of sending the 64-bit UID to address and set the Transponder "Quiet" (plus command and frame
overhead), only 16-bits will be sent to the Transponder. The 16 bit represents the calculated CRC of the
data of the last Response (without SOF/EOF) all tags having the same sub-address (4bit) but different
CRC will not be set "Quiet".

Based on the system timing definition in ISO/IEC15693, the concept is fully ISO/IEC15693 compliant. If a
mixed population of Transponders is used in Inventory mode (with Transponders that do not support
FastSID) the concept does not interfere with the executed Inventory process.

The advantage of this concept is a higher detection speed for the inventory mode executed in FastSID
mode.

The FastSID mode can be seen as an extension of the "Inventory Command" to improve the system
performance.

The execution of the FastSID is controlled by the Reader. All Request and Response Formats that are
defined in "Inventory Command", as well as the defined timings, are used for the execution of the FastSID.
The additional information transmitted within the timeslots can only be interpreted by TI's Tag-it HF-I
Standard Transponder Chip/Inlays, but does not interfere Transponders of other manufacturers in the
field. It is possible for the reader, based on the received manufacturer's code (part of the UID), to decide
"on the fly" whether or not FastSID is applicable; that is, whether or not each transponder is Tag-it HF-I
Standard.

NOTE: FastSID is designed to be used in the 1 out of 4 mode. The use in 1 out of 256 mode is
possible but not ISO compliant because of the defined system timings in ISO/IEC15693.

To keep the ISO compatibility in both modes, 1 out of 4 and 1 out of 256, the 16-bit response
must always be sent in 1 out of 4 mode.

FastSID is based on the Pulse Slotted concept as defined in ISO/IEC15693 with the following
modifications:
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Figure 2. FastSID Mode Concept

• The Quiet command for a Transponder is not addressed at the end of the Inventory cycle. Instead, a
16-bit request is sent to the Transponder within the response time slot, which is interpreted by the
Transponder as a "Quiet" Request.

• If a valid Transponder response is received within a time slot, in the same time slot and after the
validated response, the Reader sends:

1. SID_Pulse

2. 16-bit CRC of the tag's response

3. EOF to switch to the next time slot

Figure 3. FastSID Mode Details
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5 Transponder to Reader Interruption Conditions

The conditions for the Transponder to Reader response interruption are:

The Transponder to Reader communication can be interrupted any time with 100% modulated EOF.

If in Inventory mode the responding tag interrupts the response transmission if the reader applies a 100%
modulated EOF. The same EOF is used by all transponders in the field as the EOF to switch to the next
inventory slot.

6 Error Codes and Priorities

In addition to the implementation of the commands and the error code definitions that are described in
ISO/IEC 15693, general error conditions and command-specific error conditions are defined. The
response and error codes are shown in Table 4 General Error Conditions and Table 5 Command-Specific
Error Conditions. General error conditions have higher priority than command-specific error codes.

Table 4. General Error Conditions

ERROR CONDITION RESPONSE
ERROR CODE

CRC mismatch No response

Protocol Extension_Flag = 1 No response

Select_Flag = 1 No response

RFU flag = 1 No response

Address_Flag = 1 and UID mismatch No response

Command is not supported No response

Format error (wrong number of bits) No response

Command Option_Flag not supported (except for 03Inventory and Stay Quiet commands)

Table 5. Command-Specific Error Conditions

COMMAND ERROR CONDITION RESPONSE ERROR CODE

AFI flag = 1 and AFI not match

Inventory Command option flag not supported No response

Invalid mask length or mask value

Invalid block address 10
Read Single Block

No read access B0

Invalid block address 10

Write Single Block Block already locked 12

Block not successfully programmed 13

Invalid block address 10

Lock Block Block already locked 11

Block not successfully locked 14

Appendix A Terms and Abbreviations

A list of the abbreviations and terms used in the various TI manuals can be found in a separate manual:
TI-RFid™ Product Manual Terms & Abbreviations (SCBU014) (11-03-21-002)
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements, improvements,
and other changes to its products and services at any time and to discontinue any product or service without notice. Customers should
obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. All products are
sold subject to TI’s terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.

TI warrants performance of its hardware products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale in accordance with TI’s standard
warranty. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary to support this warranty. Except where
mandated by government requirements, testing of all parameters of each product is not necessarily performed.

TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are responsible for their products and
applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with customer products and applications, customers should provide
adequate design and operating safeguards.

TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any TI patent right, copyright, mask work right,
or other TI intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which TI products or services are used. Information
published by TI regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license from TI to use such products or services or a
warranty or endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual
property of the third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.

Reproduction of TI information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration and is accompanied
by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. Reproduction of this information with alteration is an unfair and deceptive
business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for such altered documentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional
restrictions.

Resale of TI products or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that product or service voids all
express and any implied warranties for the associated TI product or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not
responsible or liable for any such statements.

TI products are not authorized for use in safety-critical applications (such as life support) where a failure of the TI product would reasonably
be expected to cause severe personal injury or death, unless officers of the parties have executed an agreement specifically governing
such use. Buyers represent that they have all necessary expertise in the safety and regulatory ramifications of their applications, and
acknowledge and agree that they are solely responsible for all legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements concerning their products
and any use of TI products in such safety-critical applications, notwithstanding any applications-related information or support that may be
provided by TI. Further, Buyers must fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages arising out of the use of TI products in
such safety-critical applications.

TI products are neither designed nor intended for use in military/aerospace applications or environments unless the TI products are
specifically designated by TI as military-grade or "enhanced plastic." Only products designated by TI as military-grade meet military
specifications. Buyers acknowledge and agree that any such use of TI products which TI has not designated as military-grade is solely at
the Buyer's risk, and that they are solely responsible for compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements in connection with such use.

TI products are neither designed nor intended for use in automotive applications or environments unless the specific TI products are
designated by TI as compliant with ISO/TS 16949 requirements. Buyers acknowledge and agree that, if they use any non-designated
products in automotive applications, TI will not be responsible for any failure to meet such requirements.

Following are URLs where you can obtain information on other Texas Instruments products and application solutions:

Products Applications

Audio www.ti.com/audio Communications and Telecom www.ti.com/communications

Amplifiers amplifier.ti.com Computers and Peripherals www.ti.com/computers

Data Converters dataconverter.ti.com Consumer Electronics www.ti.com/consumer-apps

DLP® Products www.dlp.com Energy and Lighting www.ti.com/energy

DSP dsp.ti.com Industrial www.ti.com/industrial

Clocks and Timers www.ti.com/clocks Medical www.ti.com/medical

Interface interface.ti.com Security www.ti.com/security

Logic logic.ti.com Space, Avionics and Defense www.ti.com/space-avionics-defense

Power Mgmt power.ti.com Transportation and Automotive www.ti.com/automotive

Microcontrollers microcontroller.ti.com Video and Imaging www.ti.com/video

RFID www.ti-rfid.com

OMAP Mobile Processors www.ti.com/omap

Wireless Connctivity www.ti.com/wirelessconnectivity

TI E2E Community Home Page e2e.ti.com
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